Mass Communications and Media Studies Minors
Senior Projects – Spring 2004

Stacey Bernstein - Election 2004: A Magazine and Website for Children
Linda Buchwald - From the Headphones (magazine)
Annie Cho - Che Guevara: Revolutionary Hero, Pop Icon (research paper)
Florice Engler - Rough Cut (television show)
Melissa Frankel - The American Television Family Throughout History (research paper)
Kaja Glinski - Exposing the American Cowboy (photo essay)
Elizabeth Grosart - Silent Night (screenplay)
Elizabeth Hayden - Are We There Yet? (television show pilot)
Danielle Holmes - Women’s Rugby: A Comparison of Insiders’ and Outsiders’ Perspectives (research paper)
Nicole Huaman - The Art Experience (magazine)
Caleb Hudak - Tufts Football: A PR Campaign
Jane Lee - Liv Around the World (television show pilot)
Blair Lerner - Irresistible Propositions: Broadcast Advertising to America’s Women (research paper)
Benjamin Lickfett - A Marketing Communications Campaign for the American Luxury Watch
Kate McDonnell - Memoirs of Celtic Women (digital story)
Shushanna Mignott - Clearing the Smoke: A Spanish Anti-Tobacco Television Ad Campaign
Amanda Muñoz - Extra! Extra!: Advertising for the Tufts Daily (advertising campaign)
Lananh Nguyen - Pop Politics and the Importance of Infotainment (research paper)
Pallavi Paul - Animal Rescue (documentary film)
Adrian Pellereau - Gameplay (mockumentary)
Parker Perez - Building Excellence in Children’s Media: The Eliot-Pearson Award (event, research paper)
Tina Philippides - Introducing “Origins” in Greece (marketing plan)
Lauren Phillips - Setting up Shop: Marketing the Boston Opera Shop’s Education Program
Matthew Rosebrook - File Sharing and its Future (research paper)
Moriska Selby - Life as a West Indian Immigrant in the U.S. (magazine)
Krista Stegers - Look Deeper: A Cause-Marketing Campaign to Promote Healthy Self-Image
Kierstyn Thayer - Election 2004: A Magazine and Website for Children
Julie Thiery - Reverb (magazine)
Anastasia Ulrich - Advertising for Team Q (advertising campaign)
Aaron Weinstein - You Sank My Internship (screenplay)
Valerie Wencis - Rough Cut (television show)
Carolyn Whitten - Advertising and the Internet: A New Forum for Selling Political Ideas

Film Studies Minors - Senior Projects

Daniel Gold - Shalom, Salaam, and Peace (screenplay)
Katherine Lou - Dream Narrative (research paper, storyboards)
Geoffrey Mansfield - Fast Movie (film)
Jeffrey Zachowski - *Chicken of the Sea* (animated short film)

**Multimedia Arts - Senior Projects**

Jonathan Bassett - *Cancão Portuguesa* (music video)
Sam Burlingame - DeadSirios.com (multimedia arts)
Gloria Chen - TSquares: Student Guide to Boston (website)
Alexandra Jane Crane – Multimedia Presentation of EPIIC
Ursula Deelstra - Center for Engineering Educational Outreach, NS GK-12 website
Robert Dutton - Breaking through Boundaries (multimedia arts)
Benjamin Hsu - DVD Production from Start to Finish (multimedia arts)
Jordan Kolasinski - Doubleclick My Heart (multimedia arts)
Jay Meattle - TuftsReviews.com (multimedia arts)
Nirav Shah - Simple Photo Gallery (multimedia arts)